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When our experience violates our predictions, it is adaptive to update our knowledge to promote a more accurate representation of the world and facilitate future predictions. Theoretical models propose that these mnemonic prediction errors
should be encoded into a distinct memory trace to prevent interference with previous, conflicting memories. We investigated this proposal by repeatedly exposing participants to pairs of sequentially presented objects (A → B), thus evoking
expectations. Then, we violated participants’ expectations by replacing the second object in the pairs with a novel object
(A → C). The following item memory test required participants to discriminate between identical old items and similar
lures, thus testing detailed and distinctive item memory representations. In two experiments, mnemonic prediction
errors enhanced item memory: Participants correctly identified more old items as old when those items violated expectations during learning, compared with items that did not violate expectations. This memory enhancement for C items was
only observed when participants later showed intact memory for the related A → B pairs, suggesting that strong predictions
are required to facilitate memory for violations. Following up on this, a third experiment reduced prediction strength prior
to violation and subsequently eliminated the memory advantage of violations. Interestingly, mnemonic prediction errors
did not increase gist-based mistakes of identifying old items as similar lures or identifying similar lures as old. Enhanced item
memory in the absence of gist-based mistakes suggests that violations enhanced memory for items’ details, which could be
mediated via distinct memory traces. Together, these results advance our knowledge of how mnemonic prediction errors
promote memory formation.
[Supplemental material is available for this article.]
ries. This may facilitate memory for the unexpected event, while
also mitigating interference with existing memories that may still
be relevant. Indeed, the complementary learning systems framework shows computationally that the absence of a separated memory trace for mnemonic prediction errors results in catastrophic
interference—incorrectly erasing previous memories (McClelland
et al. 1995; Kumaran et al. 2016). In the restaurant example, this
would mean that immediate integration of the evening that the
restaurant served the brussels sprouts instead of your favorite
soup could lead to updating your memory to hold that the restaurant no longer serves the soup. This might be maladaptive, as the
restaurant may still serve the soup on other nights. Thus, theoretically, memory enhancement of mnemonic prediction errors via a
distinct and separated memory trace enables remembering the
event that violated our expectations, while also protecting previous, potentially relevant memories.
However, empirical evidence that mnemonic prediction errors facilitate encoding of distinct memory traces is scarce.
Previous studies provide some evidence that novel and potentially
unexpected events enhance memory (von Restorff 1933; Tulving
and Kroll 1995). Most notable is the “von Restorff effect,” or,
more broadly, oddball manipulations, whereby a rarely occurring
item that is clearly distinct from the rest of the items in a list
(e.g., a dog in a list of fruits) is better remembered later on (von

Most of our daily experiences are highly repetitive and predictable.
We typically take the same route to work every day, or we enjoy our
favorite soup at the neighborhood restaurant over and over again.
Through repetition, we develop predictions and expectations of
what will happen within a speciﬁc context. Once in a while, however, we encounter surprising events that violate these expectations. For example, we might enter our neighborhood restaurant
expecting to have our favorite soup, but we found out on that evening that the restaurant is offering brussels sprouts as an appetizer,
instead. We term such surprising events “mnemonic prediction errors”—situations in which we expect one thing based on our memory, but the reality is different.
When we encounter a mnemonic prediction error, it is
adaptive to update our memories in order to make better and
more accurate predictions in the future. How does memory updating happen? Interestingly, despite the proposed beneﬁcial role
that novelty and prediction errors play in learning and memory
(Rescorla and Wagner 1972; Schultz et al. 1997; Niv and
Schoenbaum 2008; Henson and Gagnepain 2010; Schomaker
and Meeter 2015; Friston 2018; Ergo et al. 2020; Reichardt et al.
2020; Frank and Kafkas 2021; Quent et al. 2021), very little is
known about how mnemonic prediction errors modulate memory
encoding. Theoretical models propose that mnemonic prediction
errors should be encoded as distinct memory traces (McClelland
et al. 1995; Love et al. 2004; Gershman et al. 2014; Frank et al.
2020). That is, events that violate our expectations should be allocated a unique memory representation distinct from prior memo-
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Restorff 1933; Hunt 1995; Ranganath and Rainer 2003; Schomaker
and Meeter 2015). One potential account for this effect is that such
isolated items are remembered better because they are unexpected
and thus salient (e.g., Green 1956; Axmacher et al. 2010; Murty
et al. 2016). However, alternative accounts that do not involve violation of expectations posit that isolation per se can facilitate
memory, perhaps because isolated items elicit less interference during retrieval (Waddill and McDaniel 1998; Hunt 2006). These accounts rely on repeated observations that enhanced memory for
isolated items is also obtained when the isolated item is the second
item in the list, before any expectations can be formed (e.g., Hunt
1995; Schmidt and Schmidt 2017). Hence, it is likely that enhanced memory for oddballs need not result from violation of prior expectations.
Recent studies have directly manipulated violation of expectations and found enhanced memory for such violations (Greve
et al. 2017; Brod et al. 2018; Kafkas and Montaldi 2018a; Antony
et al. 2020). In one study, Greve et al. (2017) taught participants
through repeated exposure that different scene categories predict
either positive or negative valence words, and then violated this expectation by altering the valence of the words. Memory of the
word-scene association was higher for words that violated prior
contingencies (Greve et al. 2017). Similarly, Kafkas and Montaldi
(2018a) taught participants that a speciﬁc symbol-cue is followed
by either a man-made object or natural object, and later switched
the contingency in some of the trials to violate participants’
predictions. Recollection rates were higher for objects that violated
participants’ prior expectations, suggesting that mnemonic prediction errors did indeed enhance memory for unexpected items (Kafkas and Montaldi 2018a).
Nonetheless, this prior work cannot speak to whether encountering a mnemonic prediction error results in a detailed memory representation that is potentially distinct from other
memories. This is because enhanced memory can result from either having a distinct representation of a speciﬁc event, or from integrating across memories (e.g., LaRocque et al. 2013; Schlichting
and Preston 2015; Favila et al. 2016; DuBrow and Davachi 2017;
Clewett et al. 2019). For example, it has been shown that items
that were later remembered were less similar to each other (more
distinct) in their hippocampal multivoxel activity patterns, compared with items that were later forgotten (LaRocque et al. 2013),
suggesting that distinct item representations promote memory
(see also Favila et al. 2016; Jenkins and Ranganath 2016). Other
studies, however, have shown that integration across experiences
can beneﬁt memory (e.g., Richter et al. 2016) and that similarity
between multivoxel representations of items mediated accurate
temporal memory (DuBrow and Davachi 2014; see also Schlichting
et al. 2015). Thus, it is currently unknown whether mnemonic prediction errors promote detailed and distinct memories.
In the current behavioral study, we addressed this question by
violating participants’ predictions and then conducting a memory
test that gauges memory distinctiveness (Bakker et al. 2008; Stark
et al. 2019). To evoke expectations, we used a statistical learning
paradigm in which participants were repeatedly presented with a
stream of objects. Unknown to the participants, we embedded
neighboring pairs of objects within the stream that always appeared in the same order (Fig. 1A). Past work has established that
through repetition and learning, participants come to predict the
second object in the pair upon seeing the ﬁrst object (Schapiro
et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2014, 2017; Kok et al. 2017). Following the
prediction learning phase, we violated expectations in half of the
pairs by replacing the second object in the pair with a novel object
(Fig. 1B). The other half of the pairs were presented intact; thus, no
violations occurred. We scattered novel objects after these intact
pairs to serve as a no-violation baseline condition where no
sequential predictions were violated.
www.learnmem.org
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Figure 1. Experimental design, all experiments. (A) During prediction
learning (day 1), participants repeatedly viewed pairs of sequentially presented objects embedded within a stream of objects. Participants indicated whether each object was bigger or smaller than the previous object
(experiments 1 and 2) or than a shoe box (experiment 3). (B) In the violation phase (day 2, preceded by a reminder of the predictions, not shown)
(see the text for details), novel items were inserted to the sequence of
objects, either instead of the second object in the pair, thus violating
learned predictions (violation, in orange), or after the second object in a
pair (no-violation, purple). The colors appear here for illustration; no
color frames appeared on the screen. The task was identical to the prediction learning phase. (C ) During the item memory test (day 2, immediately
following the violation phase), the participants were presented with either
identical copies of the violation and no violation items presented during
the violation phase (identical old), or with another exemplar of the same
item (similar lure) or novel items that did not appear in the experiment
before (novel foil). Participants indicated whether an item was “old,”
“similar,” or “new.” (D) We tested memory for the original predictive
pair (day 2), by presenting participants with the ﬁrst object in a pair and
asking which of three bottom objects followed the top object during
the study. Distractors were intralist within condition.

Critically, the violation phase was followed by a memory test
that targets memory distinctiveness. We presented the participants
with either old items from the violation phase, similar lures (a different exemplar of an object presented during the violation phase;
e.g., a different pair of scissors than the scissors presented in the violation phase) (Fig. 1C), or novel foils that were only presented during the memory test (Fig. 1C; Bakker et al. 2008; Lacy et al. 2011;
Stark et al. 2019). The participants indicated whether an item
was identical to an item they had seen before (“old”), “similar,”
or “new.” It is thought that such a ﬁne-grained memory
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discrimination requires retrieval of perceptual details of the learned
items, to know whether the item presented during the memory test
is identical—or rather, only similar—to the item seen during learning. Successful discrimination therefore potentially indicates a distinct memory of the learned items, and can manifest in two ways.
The ﬁrst way is speciﬁcally endorsing an old item as “old,” without
making gist-like mistakes of endorsing an old item as “similar.”
Endorsing an item as “old” suggests that participants remembered
that this particular item appeared during the violation phase. In
contrast, endorsing an identical old item with a “similar” response
might indicate a more gist-like and less detailed memory representation, because participants remembered that they have seen the
item, but did not remember the speciﬁc exemplar. Thus, if mnemonic prediction errors enhance memory via a detailed and distinct
memory trace, we would expect higher rates of correctly identifying
identical old violation items as “old” compared with no-violation
items, and no difference between “similar” responses to identical
old violation items compared with no-violation items. The second,
not mutually exclusive, possibility is that violations will lead to
higher rates of correctly identifying similar lures as “similar,” potentially indicating that participants were able to distinguish a similar
lure from the original old item, indicating memory distinctiveness
(Stark et al. 2019; Frank et al. 2020). The memory test could allow us
to investigate both possibilities (see the Discussion).
We also considered that memory enhancement for violations
might depend on prediction strength (Kim et al. 2014, 2020; Chen
et al. 2015; Greve et al. 2017; Kafkas and Montaldi 2018a).
Interestingly, previous studies that found a consistent advantage
for violations used extensively trained strong predictions (Greve
et al. 2017; Kafkas and Montaldi 2018a). Other studies that only
presented a sequence of items once or a few times prior to the violation of that sequence did not consistently report a memory advantage for violations (Kim et al. 2014, 2017, 2020; Chen et al.
2015; See also Ortiz-Tudela et al. 2018). Thus, it may be that the
strength of the prediction prior to the violation is a critical factor
in eliciting a memory advantage for mnemonic prediction errors
(Reichardt et al. 2020). To address this possibility, we explicitly tested associative memory for the AB predictive pairs at the end of the
experiment (Fig. 1D). This allowed us to compare memory for violations (e.g., C) for which participants remembered the original AB
predictive pairs and when they did not remember the AB pairs. We
hypothesized that the memory advantage for violations, if observed, should be most pronounced when participants remembered the prediction, indicating that a mnemonic prediction was
formed, and then violated.
To sum up, we set out to behaviorally test the idea that mnemonic prediction errors enhance encoding of ﬁne details, promoting high ﬁdelity memory. Brieﬂy, we found a speciﬁc advantage for
violations in identifying an identical old item as “old,” but not as
“similar” (Fig. 2). Interestingly, we further found that this speciﬁc
memory enhancement was modulated by the strength of the
memory predictions: The speciﬁc memory advantage for violations
was only observed when participants remembered the original prediction (experiments 1 and 2), and was diminished when we experimentally reduced prediction strength (experiment 3). We did not
ﬁnd a difference in “similar” responses to similar lures. Together,
our results suggest that the memory advantage for mnemonic prediction errors is dependent on prediction strength and might be
supported by the creation of a new, distinct memory trace.

Figure 2. Memory for violation (orange) and no-violation (purple) identical old items in experiments 1 (left) and 2 (right). “Old” responses are presented in darker colors, “similar” responses are presented in lighter colors.
Results are for items for which participants remembered the corresponding
original pair. (*) P < 0.05, (***) P < 0.005, (∼) marginally signiﬁcant interaction (P < 0.1), (⊗) signiﬁcant interaction (P < 0.05). Error bars reﬂect ±SEM.

formed the task adequately (accuracy was >90%) (see
Supplemental Table S1). We found slower reaction times for violation compared with no-violation items during the violation phase,
potentially reﬂecting a slowdown due to a violation of expectations. The data from the learning and violation phases were not
the primary interest of the current study and are reported in detail
in the Supplemental Material, Supplemental Table S2, and
Supplemental Figures S2 and S3.

Experiments 1 and 2
Experiments 1 and 2 were similar in their design and the pattern of
results and are therefore reported together. Generally, experiment
2 sought to replicate and further emphasize experiment 1’s results
in a design that allowed stronger predictions, and thus stronger violations. To that end, in experiment 2 we added more repetition
cycles during the prediction learning phase prior to the violation
and reduced the ISI from 2.5 to 0.5 sec (see the Materials and
Methods). These modiﬁcations were used to improve associative
binding between original item pairs, leading to stronger predictions and thus to stronger violations.
Turning to the memory results, we ﬁrst focused our item memory analysis (memory for C items) on items for which participants
remembered the original predictive pairs (AB pairs), and thus likely
had a prediction for the B item to appear when we violated this prediction. To test memory for the original predictive pairs at the end
of the experiment, on each trial, the ﬁrst object from a neighboring
item pair was presented at the top of the screen. Participants then
had to choose which one of three objects appearing at the bottom
of the screen had followed the top object during learning (distractors were intralist; i.e., second items in other pairs that were violated or remained intact, corresponding to the pair of the target
object) (see the Materials and Methods). In both experiments 1
and 2, accuracy rates in the memory test of the original pairs
were approximately 0.60, and did not differ between pairs that
were later violated and those that remained intact during the violation phase (experiment 1: violated: M = 0.59, SD = 0.16; intact: M =
0.58, SD = 0.17; t(27) = 0.23, P = 0.82; experiment 2: violated: M =
0.59, SD = 0.17; intact: M = 0.60, SD = 0.17; t(27) = 0.51, P = 0.62).

Results

Item memory: specific memory traces for items that
violated predictions

In all three experiments, the participants (N = 28 in each experiment) were highly accurate during all the phases of learning as
well as the violation phase, indicating that our participants perwww.learnmem.org

Prior to testing our main hypothesis, we established that our participants differentiated between identical old items, similar lures.
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Indeed, participants gave more “old” than “similar” responses for
identical old items, and more “similar” than “old” responses for
similar lures (see the Supplemental Material for full results).
Turning to our main results, we asked whether item memory
was enhanced for violations compared with no-violation baseline.
Indeed, in both experiments, we found higher rates of responding
“old” to identical old violation items compared with no-violation
items (experiment 1: violation: M = 0.70, SD = 0.19, no-violation: M
= 0.63, SD = 0.20; t(27) = 2.28, P = 0.03, Cohen’s d = 0.43; experiment
2: violation: M = 0.70, SD = 0.19, no-violation: M = 0.58, SD = 0.21;
t(27) = 3.31, P = 0.003, Cohen’s d = 0.63) (Fig. 2). Note that these
rates are for items for which participants remembered the corresponding predictive pair (for results when the predictive pair is forgotten, see below; Supplemental Fig. S1). Notably, rates of
responding “similar” to identical old items did not increase for
violations compared with no-violations (experiment 1: violation:
M = 0.16, SD = 0.15, no-violation M = 0.17, SD = 0.10; t(27) = 0.33,
P = 0.75; experiment 2: violation: M = 0.17, SD = 0.11, no-violation:
M = 0.21, SD = 0.17; t(27) = 0.1, P = 0.31) (Fig. 2). A repeated-measures ANOVA with violation (violation or no-violation) and response (“old” or “similar”) revealed an interaction between
violation and response (marginally signiﬁcant in experiment 1:
F(1,27) = 3.05, P = 0.09; ηp2 = 0.1, and signiﬁcant in experiment
2 that involved stronger predictions and violations: F(1,27) = 5.59,
P = 0.024; ηp2 = 0.17). These results suggest that violations enhanced item memory but did not enhance gist-based mistakes.
Thus, violations of prior expectations enhance accurate item memory, potentially supported by memory for items’ details.
Another type of gist-based mistake would be to respond
“old” to a similar lure. In these responses as well, we found no difference between violation and no-violation items (experiment 1:
violation: M = 0.22, SD = 0.19, no-violation M = 0.22, SD = 0.16;
t(27) = 0.07, P = 0.94; experiment 2: violation: M = 0.20, SD = 0.17,
no-violation: M = 0.20, SD = 0.18; t(27) = 0.05, P = 0.95). The interaction of violation (violation or no-violation) by item type (identical
old/similar lure) did not reach signiﬁcance in experiment 1 (F(1,27)
= 1.45, P = 0.24; ηp 2 = 0.05) and was marginally signiﬁcant for experiment 2 (F(1,27) = 4.18, P = 0.051; ηp 2 = 0.13). This might be due
to slightly noisier responses, as can be seen in overall higher SDs
in the “old” responses to similar lures compared with “similar” responses to identical old items. Finally, in both experiments, participants numerically identiﬁed more similar lures as “similar” for
violation compared with no-violation items (experiment 1:
violation: M = 0.54, SD = 0.23, no-violation M = 0.51, SD = 0.22;
t(27) = 0.48, P = 0.63; experiment 2: violation: M = 0.59, SD = 0.24,
no-violation: M = 0.58, SD = 0.22; t(27) = 0.46, P = 0.65). Together,
these results show that violations of prior predictions selectively
enhance correct memory for identical old items.
Next, we sought to further support the notion that the prediction strength modulates memory for violation of these predictions.
To that end, we directly compared memory of violation items for
which participants remembered the original pair to violation items
for which participants forgot the original pair (namely, selected the
wrong object in the memory test for the original pair; note that one
participant in experiment 1 and one participant in experiment 2
were removed from the analyses based on forgotten pairs due to
having no forgotten violation pairs). Memory rates for identical
old items were entered to a repeated-measures ANOVA with
original-pair memory (remembered or forgotten) and response
(“old” or “similar”), which revealed a signiﬁcant interaction (experiment 1: F(1,26) = 5.58, P = 0.026; ηp 2 = 0.18; experiment 2:
F(1,26) = 6.12, P = 0.020; ηp 2 = 0.19). The interaction stemmed from
participants responding “old” proportionally more often to identical old violation items when the original pair was remembered
compared with forgotten (experiment 1: original-pair remembered, as above: M = 0.70 SD = 0.19; original-pair forgotten: M =
www.learnmem.org

0.59, SD = 0.20; t(26) = 2.88, P = 0.008, Cohen’s d = 0.56; experiment
2: original-pair remembered, as above: M = 0.70, SD = 0.19; originalpair forgotten: M = 0.63, SD = 0.20; t(26) = 2.15, P = 0.04, Cohen’s d =
0.41). In experiment 1, there was no difference in “similar” responses between violation items for which the original pair was remembered or forgotten (t(26) = 1.11, P = 0.28, Cohen’s d = 0.21). In
experiment 2, participants signiﬁcantly responded “similar” to
identical old items when they forgot the original pair more than
when they remembered the original pair, consistent with the notion that memory for original associations reduced generalization
mistakes (t(26) = 2.24, P = 0.03, Cohen’s d = 0.43). Together, these results demonstrate that memory for violations of mnemonic predictions is modulated by the strength of the original predictions, as
measured by participants’ memory for these predictions.
Additionally, when looking at items for which participants
forgot the original predictive pair, there was no memory enhancement for violations compared with no-violations. Speciﬁcally,
there was no signiﬁcant difference between violation and
no-violation items in responding “old” to identical old items in experiment 1 (violation: M = 0.59 SD = 0.20, no-violation M = 0.56,
SD = 0.29; t(26) = 0.46, P = 0.64). In experiment 2, participants
made more “old” responses to identical old no-violation items
compared with violation items (violation: M = 0.63, SD = 0.20,
no-violation M = 0.69, SD = 0.19; t(26) = 2.16, P = 0.04; Cohen’s
d = 0.42). This result was not predicted, and we note that in experiment 1 this difference was not signiﬁcant and numerically in the
opposite direction of experiment 2. Thus, we do not further interpret this result. There was no difference between violation
and no-violation items in responding “similar” to identical old
items (experiment 1: violation: M = 0.19, SD = 0.14, no-violation
M = 0.22, SD = 0.18; t(26) = 0.87, P = 0.39; experiment 2: violation:
M = 0.23, SD = 0.19, no-violation M = 0.18, SD = 0.15; t(26) = 1.33,
P = 0.20). The response rates for items for which participants forgot
the corresponding original pair are presented in Supplemental
Figure S1.
While not the main focus of the current study, we also tested
associative memory for the novel associations, namely, the association between the violation or no-violation item, and the preceding item (AC) (see the Materials and Methods). As expected due
to the incidental nature of the task and the fact that these pairs
were only presented once, memory rates were low. However, we
note that we did not ﬁnd any differences in associative memory between violation and no-violation items (see the Supplemental
Material for detailed results). Thus, in the current study, the item
memory advantage for mnemonic prediction error was not accompanied by associative memory advantage.

Experiment 3
In experiments 1 and 2 we found that items that violated participants’ predictions were remembered better, and that this memory
advantage could be attributed to a more detailed memory representation. We have also found that the memory advantage for mnemonic prediction errors is dependent on prediction strength,
deﬁned as the participants’ memory of the original pair. In experiment 3 we directly tested the possibility that prediction strength
modulates the memory advantage of prediction errors by experimentally manipulating prediction strength. To do this, during all
learning phases and the violation phase, we used an item-focused
task (“bigger or smaller than a shoebox”) rather than a task that
promoted associative learning (“bigger or smaller than previous
object” in experiments 1 and 2). This alteration of the task allowed
us to reduce later associative memory for the sequentially presented items (AB), while maintaining the general structure of the sequences, the familiarity of the items in the prior pairs, as well as
the total duration of the task. We further reasoned that an item425
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focused task should not impair overall item memory rates for the
violation and no-violation items themselves. We hypothesized
that if we reduced the prediction strength of the original pairs,
the violation should be weaker as well, and, consequently, we
should observe no memory advantage for such violations.
Prior to reporting the item test results, we wished to verify that
memory for the original pairs was reduced. Indeed, in comparison
with experiments 1 and 2, in which memory rates were ∼0.60,
memory for the original pairs was signiﬁcantly reduced in experiment 3 to ∼0.40. Memory rates were entered to two mixed
ANOVAs, one comparing experiment 1 with experiment 3, and
one comparing experiment 2 with experiment 3. Each ANOVA included experiment (experiment 1/experiment 3; experiment
2/experiment 3) as between-participants variable and Violation
(violated/intact pairs) as within-participant variable. Both
ANOVAs revealed a signiﬁcant effect of experiment (F(1,54)s >
25.91; Ps < 0.0001), with no effects of violation, or interactions of
violation by experiment (F(1,54)s < 2.14; Ps > 0.15). As in experiments 1 and 2, in experiment 3, no difference was observed between violated and intact pairs (violated: M = 41, SD = 0.13;
intact: M = 0.38, SD = 0.12; t(27) = 1.49, P = 0.15). Memory for both
the violation and the intact pairs was signiﬁcantly above chance
(violated vs. chance: t(27) = 3.36, P = 0.002; intact vs. chance: t(27)
= 2.37, P = 0.02).

another commonly used software, does not take the number of observations into account, and thus would not allow us to consider
the difference between the experiments. We used the effect size
of experiment 2, as this study had identical parameters to experiment 3, aside from the change in the task. Importantly, we performed the analysis with the number of samples we had on
average per participant in experiment 3 (seven observations, computed by taking 18 items presented as identical old items in the
item memory test per violation/no-violation condition times
0.40 memory of the corresponding predictive pairs). The power
to obtain an effect of higher “old” responses for violation compared with no-violation items was 0.94. In addition, we reduced
the effect size to examine what is the smallest effect size we could
detect with probability of 0.80 (a common threshold in power
analysis) and saw we could detect a potential reduced effect size
of 0.495. We thus conclude that we had sufﬁcient power to detect
an effect in experiment 3.

Discussion
When we encounter a surprising event that violates our expectations, it is adaptive to update our memory in order to facilitate
more accurate predictions in the future (Rescorla and Wagner
1972; Niv and Schoenbaum 2008; Henson and Gagnepain 2010;
Friston 2018; Sinclair and Barense 2019; Ergo et al. 2020). While
theoretical accounts suggest that violations of memory predictions
should lead to the creation of a distinct memory trace (McClelland
et al. 1995; Love et al. 2004; Gershman et al. 2014; Frank et al.
2020), empirical evidence for this notion is scarce. We addressed
this issue by violating learned predictions and then testing memory for these violations. Critically, we used a memory test that asked
participants to discriminate between identical old objects and similar lures, allowing us to gauge the speciﬁcity of the memory trace
(Bakker et al. 2008; Stark et al. 2019). In two experiments, we found
that objects that violated predictions were remembered better than
objects that did not violate predictions. Importantly, this advantage was speciﬁc to correctly identifying identical old items as
old. Participants did not mistakenly identify more identical old
items as similar lures, which could have suggested gist-like representations of these items. Thus, the speciﬁc advantage we observed
suggests that the memory enhancement for violations was supported by detailed and high-ﬁdelity memory representations.
Moreover, we found that this enhancement was dependent on
memory of the prediction. In experiments 1 and 2, we only found
memory enhancement for violations when participants had strong
predictions, deﬁned as correct memory for the predictive pair in a
later memory test. In experiment 3 we reduced prediction strength
by lowering associative binding during encoding and found that
while item memory remained intact overall, the memory advantage for violations was diminished. Together, our ﬁndings suggest
that strong mnemonic prediction errors facilitate item memory.
Moreover, they may do so through the creation of a distinct memory representation.
Our results are consistent with previous ﬁndings showing enhanced memory for mnemonic prediction errors (Greve et al. 2017;
Brod et al. 2018; Kafkas and Montaldi 2018a; Wahlheim et al. 2019;
Wahlheim and Zacks 2019). However, the current ﬁndings advance our knowledge in an important way: We provide evidence
that mnemonic prediction errors enhance memory via detailed
and distinct memory traces, in line with theoretical suggestions
(McClelland et al. 1995; Love et al. 2004; Gershman et al. 2014;
Frank et al. 2020). A previous study by Frank et al. (2020) drew similar conclusions to our study. In that study, predictions were violated by teaching participants that symbol cues predict either a
man-made or a natural object, and then switching the contingency

Item memory: no memory advantage for violations
As in the previous experiments, we ﬁrst established that our participants differentiated between identical old, similar lures, and foils.
We also obtained similar levels of memory to those observed in the
previous experiments, showing that modifying the task did not impair overall item memory (see the Supplemental Material).
Turning to our main results, as predicted, here we did not ﬁnd
any advantage for violations, regardless of participants’ responses
during the original-pair memory test (AB-correct: responding
“old” to identical old: violation: M = 0.64, SD = 0.31, no-violation
M = 0.61, SD = 0.31; t(27) = 0.67, P = 0.51; responding “similar” to
identical old items: violation: M = 0.20, SD = 0.18, no-violation M
= 0.22, SD = 0.23; t(27) = 0.48, P = 0.63; AB-incorrect: responding
“old” to identical old: violation: M = 0.59, SD = 0.29, no-violation
M = 0.60, SD = 0.26; t(27) = 0.43, P = 0.67; responding “similar” to
identical old items: violation: M = 24, SD = 0.21, no-violation M =
0.21, SD = 0.12; t(27) = 1.09, P = 0.29; note that in the current experiment, AB-correct responses likely reﬂect weak memory or guesses).
There was also no signiﬁcant difference between violation items for
which participants correctly or incorrectly identiﬁed the original
pair in the associative memory test (responding “old” to
identical old: items: t(27) = 1.1, P = 0.28; responding “similar” to
identical old items: t(27) = 0.98, P = 0.34). These results demonstrate
that when memory for the predictive pairs was low, and presumably predictions are weak, item memory for violations of these
weak predictions was not enhanced. Thus, strong predictions
might be important for boosting memory of mnemonic prediction
errors.
One concern is that experiment 3 did not have sufﬁcient power to detect a difference between violation and no-violation items.
This is due to lower rates of remembered predictive pairs, which result in less items included in analysis of the item memory test. To
address this possibility, we performed a post-hoc power-analysis
(note that post-hoc power analysis is useful to determine the potential power of a study because the power is the same regardless
of when the test is done) (O’Keefe 2007). We used Pangea, a software that computes power while taking into account the number
of observations per participant (the number of participants in experiment 3 was identical to experiments 1 and 2) (J Westfall,
unpubl. [http://jakewestfall. org/publications/pangea]); G*Power,
www.learnmem.org
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in some of the trials. At test, participants were presented with
identical old: items, similar lures, and novel foils. In contrast to
our study, however, participants were only given two response options: “old” or “new,” and similar lures were to be responded with
“new.” In a single behavioral experiment, the investigators did not
observe higher rates of responding “old” to old violation items
compared with prediction-consistent items. They did report higher
rates of responding “new” to similar lures of items that violated
predictions during learning compared with items that were consistent with participants’ predictions. The investigators concluded
that these “new” responses reﬂected accurate memory of the original item, and therefore correct rejection of similar lures. This is
ambiguous, however, because “new” responses could reﬂect that
these items were merely forgotten—a possibility that is further
strengthened by the lack of item memory advantage (i.e., correctly
identifying old items as “old”) for violations, suggesting that memory for violations was not superior in the study by Frank et al.
(2020). Since in our study participants were given the option to respond “similar” in addition to “old” or “new,” they could respond
“similar” if they indeed recognized an item as a similar lure, and
“new” if they thought that the item was new, indicating forgetting.
Thus, there is less ambiguity regarding the interpretation of participants’ responses during retrieval. Critically, here we report better
item memory for violations. This memory advantage was speciﬁcally observed in correctly identifying old items as “old,” but without higher rates of gist-like mistakes (identifying old items as
“similar”). Therefore, we provide strong empirical evidence that
mnemonic prediction errors facilitate memory, potentially
through the creation of distinct memory traces.
The speciﬁcity of the memory advantage we observed might
point toward the mechanism underlying encoding of mnemonic
prediction errors. While we found higher rates of identifying old
items as “old,” we did not observe signiﬁcantly higher rates of
“similar” responses to similar lures of violations compared with
no-violation items. The ability to respond “similar” to similar lures
was previously attributed to pattern separation, a process by which
similar experiences are allocated with distinct neural representations, allowing their discrimination in memory (Bakker et al.
2008; Stark et al. 2019). Pattern separation is thought to be mediated by the hippocampus (Norman and O’Reilly 2003; Leutgeb et al.
2007; Bakker et al. 2008; Lacy et al. 2011; Baker et al. 2016; Berron
et al. 2016; Knierim and Neunuebel 2016). Recently, a hippocampal network model showed more distinct hippocampal activity
patterns for mnemonic prediction errors compared with
prediction-consistent events, presumably reﬂecting pattern separation for violations (Frank et al. 2020). Empirical neuroimaging
studies demonstrate that average BOLD signal in the hippocampus
increases in response to novelty, and more speciﬁcally to mnemonic prediction errors (Kumaran and Maguire 2006, 2007; Axmacher
et al. 2010; Chen et al. 2011, 2015; Duncan et al. 2012; Allen et al.
2016; Long et al. 2016). This hippocampal involvement might support the creation of distinct memory traces (Davis et al. 2012).
However, the magnitude of BOLD signal cannot indicate the
type of hippocampal representations, thus whether this involvement reﬂects pattern separation remains unknown. Alternatively,
distinct memory for violations might be mediated by increased
processing of perceptual information input from the entorhinal
cortex to the hippocampus (Hasselmo et al. 1996; Hasselmo and
Stern 2014; Colgin 2016). Consistent, we have previously shown
that functional connectivity between the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex increases during mnemonic prediction errors (Bein
et al. 2020a). Thus, perceptual input from the entorhinal cortex potentially facilitated detailed memory representations that later enabled correct identiﬁcation of an old item as “old”; however, this
perceptual input might not sufﬁce to clearly distinguish a similar
lure from a previously seen item, which might require pattern sepwww.learnmem.org

aration. This might be why we did not observe higher rates of correctly identifying similar lures as “similar” for violation items
compared with no-violation items. Additionally, the perirhinal
cortex, an adjacent brain region, supports recognition memory
for items (Brown and Aggleton 2001; Davachi 2006; Eichenbaum
et al. 2007; Staresina and Davachi 2008; Staresina et al. 2011)
and is preferentially engaged during mnemonic prediction errors
(Chen et al. 2015). Thus, detailed memories may be supported by
multiple mechanisms that may lead to potentially different memory phenomena (Kafkas and Montaldi 2018b; Frank and Kafkas
2021).
Mnemonic prediction errors may enhance item memory or
associative memory, depending on the violation event. In a previous study, Greve et al. (2017) found that when items (words or
faces) violated previously learned scene-item associations, it resulted in higher associative memory between the items and their
background scene images. Another study found that mnemonic
prediction errors enhanced recollection judgments for the violation item—perhaps reﬂecting additional details that were remembered from encoding—but did not enhance familiarity
judgements that would reﬂect only item recognition (Kafkas
and Montaldi 2018a). Together, these studies suggest that violations enhance memory not only for the violating item, but also
for contextual associations. In the current study, however, we
found a memory enhancement for items that violated expectations, but without a concomitant enhancement of associative
memory (see the Supplemental Material). Note that overall associative memory rates in our experiments were low, and thus this result should be interpreted with caution. Nevertheless, one
important difference between our study and the previous study
by Greve et al. (2017) is that in their study, the background-scene
was presented together on the screen with the violating item during the violation. In contrast, in the current study, only the violating item was presented on the screen, as objects were
presented sequentially (the aforementioned study by Kafkas and
Montaldi [2018a] used a remember-know paradigm in which participants only reported whether their memory is supported by recollection or not; thus, it is unclear what additional details were
recollected). Possibly, violations promote a distinct representation
of the event that is happening in the moment of the violation. If
only an item is presented during the violation, memory would be
enhanced for that item. If, however, more components are included in the violation event (Greve et al. 2017), memory would be
facilitated for all components. Thus, mnemonic prediction errors
may promote associative versus item memory results depending
on the task (Quent et al. 2021).
Consistent with previous studies (Kafkas and Montaldi
2018a), our study revealed that the task, or more broadly, goals,
might inﬂuence memory for violations. In experiment 3, instead
of a task orienting participants toward the associations between
items (as was done in experiments 1 and 2), we guided participants
toward individual items. We aimed at reducing associative binding, and indeed, associative memory rates of the predictive pairs
were lower in experiment 3 compared with experiments 1 and
2. We do not argue, however, that no associations were formed.
Some associations might have been created between items in the
predictive pairs, for example, considering temporal context models
(Kahana 1996), or statistical learning processes (Schapiro and
Turk-Browne 2015). It might be, however, that violations of predictions born through statistical learning might not sufﬁce to produce
a memory advantage for violations. This can be related to reduced
strength of such predictions, or because goal-oriented associative
processing during prediction-learning or during the violation is required to boost memory for violations (DuBrow and Davachi
2013). For example, associative processing during the moment of
the violation might draw attention to the change from prior
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experience, which has been shown to promote memory for potential violations (Wahlheim and Zacks 2019; Garlitch and Wahlheim
2020). Future research could further explore how attention and
goals interact with memory in the processing of prediction errors
(Ortiz-Tudela et al. 2018; Kafkas and Montaldi 2018b; Garlitch
and Wahlheim 2020).
One limitation of the current study is that we estimated prediction strength by testing memory at the end of the experiment.
This was done to avoid contamination of the learning or the item
memory test. We thus cannot argue we perfectly evaluated the
strength of prediction in the moment of the violation. We used
pairs that were remembered later as an approximation of stronger
predictions during the violation, compared with pairs that were
forgotten. A couple of recent studies, however, show that strong
predictions, as measured by classiﬁcation of fMRI multivoxel activity patterns, correlated with subsequent forgetting of predicted
items that were violated, as if these predicted items were pruned
from memory (Kim et al. 2014, 2020). It is possible that the subsequently remembered predictive pairs in the current study might reﬂect weaker predictions that were not pruned during the violation,
while forgotten predictive pairs reﬂect strong predictions that were
violated but then pruned. Additionally, a recent study showed that
violations of predictions led to a differentiation in the neural representation between the cue and the predicted item, which could
also result in impaired associative memory of the predictions
(Kim et al. 2017); note, however, that such impairment was not reported, and alternative explanations for differentiation exist
(Greve et al. 2018). Since we did not measure predictions during
the violation, it is difﬁcult to estimate whether eventual forgetting
reﬂects poor initial learning or good initial learning followed by
pruning or differentiation. However, a few data points suggest
that pruning did not occur in the current study. First, if violation
leads to pruning of prior predictions from memory, associative
memory for pairs that were violated should be lower compared
with pairs that were not violated. Second, the predictive pairs in experiment 2 (in which predictions were stronger) should have been
remembered worse than in experiment 1 (see the Materials and
Methods). However, these two predictions did not materialize in
our data. Furthermore, reaction times for the predicted items in
subsequently remembered predictive pairs became quicker during
initial learning, compared with predicted items in subsequently
forgotten pairs. This suggests that prior to any violations, the predicted items in remembered pairs were more accessible to our participants, potentially reﬂecting stronger predictions (Supplemental
Material). Thus, it could be that in our study neither pruning nor
differentiation occurred, and we indeed estimated strong predictions using the ﬁnal memory test. It is likely that the associative
predictions in our study were stronger than those set up in past
studies because participants were exposed to speciﬁc item pairings
that were learned over multiple repetitions. In contrast, in these
prior studies category predictions were learned via only a single
or few repetitions (Kim et al. 2014, 2017, 2020; more below on
category- vs. item-level predictions). In our view, it makes sense
that if we only experience an event once, and then it changes,
we might not need to remember that unstable event, and pruning
might be adaptive. If, however, we have experienced an event multiple times, and then it only changes once (as in our study), we
might not want to forget the more typical occurrence of this event.
Indeed, according to the nonmonotonic plasticity hypothesis,
items that are strongly reactivated are not altered, and only items
that are moderately activated are modiﬁed and potentially pruned
(Newman and Norman 2010; Detre et al. 2013; Ritvo et al. 2019).
Thus, suggesting that our predictions were strong and were not
pruned is consistent with this perspective, though other possibilities exist (for example, items that are weakly activated are not modiﬁed as well according to this theoretical perspective). Future
www.learnmem.org

research, potentially using fMRI, could evaluate predictions in
the moment to better elucidate the conditions by which pruning
of violated predictions occurs.
Relatedly, the speciﬁc relationship between old and new
memories is an interesting topic that we did not address in the current study. We were motivated by the notion of distinct memory
traces for violations and tested the speciﬁc hypothesis that distinct
traces should lead to detailed memories. However, whether the
memory of the predictive pair was updated or whether the violation created a separate memory trace and the memory of the predictive pair remained unchanged are open questions. We can
offer some clues: First, a memory advantage for violations was
found when participants remembered the previous predictive
pairs, and not when the previous pairs were forgotten (see also
Wahlheim et al. 2019; Wahlheim and Zacks 2019). Thus, to the extent that the old memory trace was updated, it was not at the expense of the old memory. Moreover, we did not ﬁnd a difference
in memory for predictive pairs that were violated compared with
pairs that were not violated. While inconclusive, this as well is consistent with the notion that the prior memory trace was not impaired, potentially because the new violation was encoded
separately, which reduced interference with previous memories
(McClelland et al. 1995; Kuhl et al. 2010; Davis et al. 2012;
Gershman et al. 2014, 2017). Future research, potentially with additional measures (e.g., memory dependency [Horner and Burgess
2013, 2014]), could better elucidate the speciﬁc relationship between memory for new events and prior memories (see also
Wahlheim and Zacks 2019; Bein et al. 2020b).
An intriguing question is whether different types of prediction errors facilitate memory for violations via shared or distinct
mechanisms. In the current study participants learned relatively
speciﬁc item predictions; e.g., that a chair predicts a bus (Fig. 1).
These predictions were later violated by another object (Kumaran
and Maguire 2006, 2007; Chen et al. 2015). Other studies, however, taught participants “category-level” predictions, namely, that a
cue or a category of items (e.g., faces), predict another category of
items (e.g., objects) (Kim et al. 2014, 2020; Greve et al. 2017;
Kafkas and Montaldi 2018a; Frank et al. 2020). In these studies, violations were deﬁned as the presentation of items from a different
category than expected. These papers show consistent results,
namely, that items that violate category-level predictions are remembered better (Greve et al. 2017; Kafkas and Montaldi 2018a).
An interesting result by Kim et al. (2020) suggests that the memory
advantage for violations might be attributed (at least in part) to reduced memory of prediction-consistent items. Kim et al. (2020)
show that strong category predictions, as measured by classiﬁcation of fMRI BOLD activity patterns, correlate with poorer memory
for items that meet these category predictions. An additional study
also shows that predictions impair memory for the items that cue
these predictions (Sherman and Turk-Browne 2020). These studies
suggest that generating a memory prediction may reduce processing of external details as long as these predictions are met, and
thus impair memory of external details like the speciﬁc item presented (see also Bein et al. 2020a). How such effects might generalize to item-speciﬁc predictions is currently unknown, as category
and item-level predictions can differ. For example, a study by
Long et al. (2016) directly compared category versus item violations and found that only for category violations, but not for itemviolations, hippocampal univariate BOLD response correlated with
the strength of decoding the category of the previous paired image
(i.e., the prediction) in the default-mode network. Future research
could explore the intricate relationship between different types of
predictions, prediction errors, and memory (Kafkas and Montaldi
2018b; Frank and Kafkas 2021).
Another well-known type of prediction error is reward prediction error in which participants obtain a different reward than
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to exclude participants based on poor performance. Indeed, our ﬁnal sample was within the expected range (N = 28).

what is expected (Rescorla and Wagner 1972; Schultz et al. 1997;
O’Doherty et al. 2004; Niv and Schoenbaum 2008; Gläscher et al.
2010). Reward prediction errors may modulate memory via similar
or different mechanisms than mnemonic prediction errors. While
reward prediction errors have long been established as promoting
learning and decision making, their role in long-term memory
has only been appreciated more recently (e.g., Wimmer et al.
2014; Rouhani et al. 2018, 2020; Jang et al. 2019; Ergo et al.
2020; Rouhani and Niv 2021). These studies have generally shown
memory beneﬁts for stimuli appearing during a reward prediction
error (Wimmer et al. 2014; Davidow et al. 2016; De Loof et al. 2018;
Rouhani et al. 2018; Jang et al. 2019; Kalbe and Schwabe 2019; Ergo
et al. 2020; Rouhani and Niv 2021). Interestingly, a recent study
(Rouhani et al. 2020) evinced that reward prediction errors reduced
linking items together in memory; associative priming as well as
temporal memory was reduced between items studied before and
after high prediction errors. These ﬁndings suggest that reward prediction errors resulted in memories that are distinct from each other, similarly to the current ﬁndings. Thus, the creation of distinct
memory representations might be a general mechanism for encoding prediction errors.
To conclude, we found that mnemonic prediction errors enhance memory by facilitating detailed, high-ﬁdelity memory, potentially reﬂecting distinct memory traces. Interestingly, the
notion that prediction errors should lead to separation of memory
traces has been suggested across domains in cognition and neuroscience. For example, prediction errors were postulated to cause
separation in category learning (McClelland et al. 1995; Love
et al. 2004; Davis et al. 2012) and reinforcement learning and state
representations (Gershman and Niv 2010; Gershman et al. 2010,
2014, 2017). Likewise, prediction errors have also been posited to
determine event segmentation processes, namely, identifying
boundaries in ongoing experiences (Zacks and Tversky 2001;
Zacks et al. 2011; Franklin et al. 2020; but see Clewett and
Davachi 2017 for complications in this view). That said, empirical
evidence directly supporting these notions is still nascent and
many questions remain open. Together with recent literature,
the current study opens exciting avenues for future research investigating the cognitive and neural mechanisms underlying mnemonic prediction errors, which will hopefully lead toward a
deeper understanding of how prediction errors modulate learning
and memory across different domains.

Materials
The stimuli consistent of 180 images of everyday nameable objects
from sets used in previous studies (Polyn et al. 2005; Kuhl et al.
2011; DuBrow and Davachi 2013; Tompary and Davachi 2017).
We complemented some of the objects with analogous images
from the internet to achieve similar lures that would also comply
with our size-judgment task during encoding. The objects were
presented in the center of a white square background, sized 350 ×
350 pixels. The objects were all matched in size of appearance on
the screen by scaling the objects so that the larger dimension of
the object (horizontal or vertical) would fully occupy the 350-pixel
length of the white square (the ratio between the horizontal and
vertical dimensions of the object was kept, to avoid distortion).
The stimuli were presented on a gray background. Of the total
number of images, 180 images were allocated as images to compose
the original predictive pairs, later to be violated or not violated (of
these, 90 were classiﬁed as big objects and 90 were classiﬁed as
small objects for the learning task) (see below). Items that would
serve as novel foils in the memory test were also taken from that
pool of 180 images. The allocation of stimuli to predictive pairs
that would be violated or not, or to novel foils, as well as to location
in the predictive pair (ﬁrst or second item) was randomized per participant. In addition, 144 images were composed of 72 pairs of objects and similar exemplars. Thirty-six pairs were classiﬁed as big
items, and 36 as small items. The allocation of objects to either violation or no-violation items was randomized per participant. For
each participant, we also randomized which of the two exemplars
per object would appear during the critical violation-phase, as well
as which items within each type of item will be presented as identical old or similar lures in the item memory test.

Procedure

Participants

The experiment was conducted over 2 d and included a prediction
learning phase, a reminder phase, a violation phase, an item memory test and associative memory tests. The prediction learning
phase was conducted on day 1, and the rest of the experiment
on day 2, and was scheduled ∼24 h apart. All phases of the task
were controlled by Matlab (R2018b), using Psychtoolbox3 extensions (Brainard 1997; Pelli 1997; Kleiner et al. 2007). Generally,
during the prediction learning, reminder, and violation phases,
we used a statistical learning paradigm in which participants
were presented with a stream of objects that included neighboring
pairs of objects that followed each other back to back. Previous
studies have established that after some learning, the prediction
of the second object in the pair arises upon seeing the ﬁrst object
(Schapiro et al. 2012; Turk-Browne et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2014,
2017). Then, we violated this prediction in half of these pairs during the critical violation phase (Kim et al. 2014, 2017) and tested
memory for these violations.

Twenty-eight participants were included in this study (19 females,
aged 18–31 yr, mean age: 22.46). One additional participant was
excluded due to a technical error. Eleven additional participants
were excluded due to poor compliance with the task, namely,
<40% memory for both types of old associations (that were violated or remained intact during the violation phase; see below for
more details, we address the potential concern about high exclusion rate in experiment 2). The participants were members of the
New York University community, with normal or corrected to normal vision. They provided written informed consent to participate
in the study and received a payment at a rate of $10/h for their participation. The study was approved by the New York University
Institutional Review Board.
The sample size was determined based on prior literature. We
aimed for a ﬁnal sample size of 20–28 participants, given prior similar studies (N = 20 [experiment 1 in Greve et al. 2017]; N = 28
[Kafkas et al. 2018a]). Note that statistical learning paradigms
tend to have low and variable memory (e.g., Siegelman et al.
2017). Thus, we ran 40 participants knowing that we might need

Prediction learning. During the prediction learning phase (Fig. 1A),
participants were presented with a stream of objects. Each object
was presented alone on the center of the screen for 1.5 sec and
was followed by a 2.5-sec ﬁxation cross located at the center of
the screen as an interstimulus interval (ISI). The participants had
to indicate, for each object, whether it is bigger or smaller than
the previous object. The participants indicated “bigger” or
“smaller” using a key press, and the keys were counterbalanced
across participants. The initial learning phase was preceded by
detailed instructions and a practice round. The participants were
informed that during the experiment all objects have relatively
the same size on the screen, but that they should make their
judgments based on real life. They were additionally asked to
respond as quickly as possible while still being accurate.
Unknown to the participants, the stream of objects included 72
pairs that always followed each other (referred to here as
“original pairs”). Half of these pairs of objects would later on be
violated and half would remain intact during the violation

Materials and Methods
Experiment 1
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phase. Each pair was composed of a big object and a small object. In
half of the pairs (within each pair type: to be violated or remain
intact), the ﬁrst object was the big object, and in the other half,
it was the small object. The pairing of objects was fully
randomized for each participant (maintaining the limitation that
each pair included a small object and a big object), as well as the
allocation of objects to either to-be violated/remain intact pairs.
Pairs repeated nine times during the prediction learning phase,
in nine cycles. Within each cycle, all pairs appeared, and the
order of the pairs was randomized. We limited the
randomization such that there would be a gap of at least two
pairs between repetitions of the same pair (which could have
happened across cycles). Prior to every odd-number cycle (cycles
1, 3, 5, and 7), a gray screen appeared with a short reminder of
the task’s instructions, and participants pressed a button to
continue. To allow participants some additional breaks, before
the even-number cycles (cycles 2, 4, 6, and 8) we introduced a
1-min break in which a gray screen with the sentence, “We’ll
continue in a bit,” appeared. Participants were instructed that
they do not need to do anything to continue the experiment,
just stay concentrated for when the task starts again, which
happened automatically. After the sixth cycle, we introduced a
longer break in which we asked the participants to get the
experimenter from the other room. When the experimenter and
the participants returned to the room, the experimenter
instructed the participants that they would now continue the
task, as before, and the task proceeded. Following the prediction
learning phase, participants were thanked for their participation
and were reminded to come back for the second day of the
experiment.

nine in each block). Since in the violation items the size of the
object was switched from the previous object, such that a big
violation object was presented after a small object, and
vice-versa, we maintained the same switch for no-violation
items, presenting big violation object after small objects, and
vice versa (note that for both violation and no-violation items,
half of the items were big, eliciting “bigger” response, while the
other half was small items eliciting a “smaller” response). The
no-violation items served as a control baseline during the
item-memory test. Importantly, these objects were novel like the
violation items; but, as they were scattered after the pairs, they
did not violate any prediction. Placing a novel item after each
second presentation of an intact pair would allow us to further
test associative memory for these novel items (see associative
memory test below). Since each block consisted of both ﬁrst and
second presentations of pairs, the violation rate was 25%. In 75%
of the pairs, the learned predictions were valid. This might be
important to ensure that the predictions still occur during the
violation phase (Smith et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2015; Greve et al.
2017). Likewise, note that no-violation items only followed 25%
of the pairs in each block, making it unlikely that participants
started to expect these items after the second item in the pairs,
even if participants came to recognize the pairs during the
stream of objects in this statistical learning task. We further
ensured that there will be at least six pairs between each
presentation (ﬁrst/second) of the same repeating pair in the
violation phase. To allow that gap, each block started with four
to-be violated pairs, and four to-remain intact pairs, presented in
a random order, and proceeded with a mix of ﬁrst-presentation
pairs (ﬁve in each pair type) and second presentations of the
pairs (violation/intact). We additionally controlled the sequence
such that there would be no more than three consecutive
violation trials, to prevent participants from expecting or
habituating to violations. We further equated the average gap
between the ﬁrst and second presentation of pairs that were
violated or remained intact. To allow breaks, the four blocks were
separated by a gray screen with the sentence, “We’ll continue in
a bit.” After a minute, the next block continued automatically
(identical to the prediction learning phase). Thus, to our
participants, the violation phase was similar to the reminder
phase or any of the cycles in the prediction learning phase, and
there was no explicit transition to the violation phase.

Reminder. Day 2 took place ∼24 h after day 1, and started with a
reminder session, which was identical to the initial learning
phase, but it only included one cycle in which all 72 pairs were
presented again once. This phase was preceded by detailed
instructions and a practice, identical to the initial learning phase.
Prior to the beginning of the reminder cycle, a gray screen with a
short reminder of the instructions (identical to prior to
odd-number cycles in the initial learning phase) appeared, and
participants pressed a button shortly when they were ready to
start the task.
Violation phase. The critical violation phase (Fig. 1B) immediately
followed the reminder phase, with no explicit instructions to the
participants, aside from a short reminder of the task instructions
on the computer screen (identical to the reminder task and
odd-number cycles in the prediction learning phase). The
violation phase was identical to the initial learning phase and
the reminder in terms of the timing and the task that
participants performed, but with modiﬁcations to the sequences
of the objects to induce violations of prior expectations. The
violation phase was divided into four blocks. Each block
included nine pairs that were violated, and nine that remained
intact (18 pairs per block, pairs did not repeat across blocks).
Within each block, each pair appeared twice: The ﬁrst
appearance of all 18 pairs was intact, to allow an additional
reminder of the pairs. In the second presentation of the pairs,
half of the pairs were violated, and the other half remained
intact. Thus, in total across the 4 block of the violation phase, 36
pairs were violated and 36 pairs remained intact. To induce
violations, we introduced novel items that did not appear in the
experiment before. Half of the novel items (36 in total, nine in
each block) violated previous expectations (referred to here as
violation items); these items were inserted in the sequence
instead of the second item in the second presentation of the
pairs (nine violated pairs per block). We made sure to violate the
item’s identity, but not the response, by inserting small novel
items instead of a previously presented small item, and likewise
for big items. The other half of the novel items did not violate
any prediction (referred to here as no-violation items): These
items were placed in the sequence after the second object in the
second presentation of pairs that remained intact (36 in total,
www.learnmem.org

Item memory test
After the violation phase, we conducted a surprise item memory
test for violation and no-violation items (Fig. 1C). In each type of
item (violation/no-violation), half of the items (18; 36 in total) presented in the test were identical to the item presented during the
violation phase (identical old). The other half of the items were
similar lures: a different exemplar of an object presented during
the violation phase. We additionally included 36 new items (18
big and 18 small) that did not appear in the experiment before
and served as novel foils. Each item was presented alone on the
screen for 3 sec and was followed by a 3-sec ﬁxation cross.
Participants were asked to indicate for each item, whether the
item was “old,” “similar” or “new.” Speciﬁcally, the participants
were instructed to indicate “old” if the object was identical to an
object that appeared in the study. They were instructed to respond
“similar” if they have seen the object in the study before, but it is
not the exact object that appeared in the study, and they were instructed to respond “new” if they have not seen that object in the
study before at all. The participants were also given an example for
each type of response, and a short practice before starting the test.
The participants indicated their responses by pressing one of three
keys, which were counterbalanced across participants. The order of
the objects was pseudorandomized for each participant. To maintain a spread of the type of trials (violation: old/similar lures;
no-violation: old/similar lures; new) across the test, we made sure
that each half of the test included half of the objects in each trial
type. The order of the objects was randomized for each participant
with the limitation that there would be no more than 4 consecutive identical response type (“old”/“similar”/“new”). The item
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memory test preceded by detailed instructions and a practice, and
was divided into two blocks to allow participants a short break.
Each block was preceded by a gray screen with a short reminder
of the instructions.

Prior to testing our main hypothesis, we established that participants indeed distinguished between similar lures and identical
old items in the item memory test. To that end, we collapsed across
violation and no-violation items, and examined the rates of responding “old” or “similar” to identical old items versus similar
lures. These response rates were entered to a repeated-measures
ANOVA with Item Type (identical old or similar lure) and
Response (“old” or “similar”) as factors. Planned comparisons between “old” and “similar” responses within each item type were
conducted using paired-sample two-tailed t-tests. We further compared between “old” responses to identical old versus novel foils, as
well as “similar” responses to similar lures versus novel foils, using
paired-sample t-tests.
Our main analysis focused on comparing item memory between violation and no-violation items for which participants remembered the original predictive pairs. To that end, we ﬁrst
identiﬁed which items violated (for violation items) or followed
(no-violation items) pairs that participants correctly remembered,
and which items violated or followed pairs that participants forgot.
We then took only items for which participants remembered the
preceding pair and calculated the rates of responding “old” or “similar” to identical old violation and no-violation items. These memory rates were tested using a repeated-measures ANOVA with
violation (violation or no-violation) and response type (“old” or
“similar”) as factors. Planned comparisons between violation and
no-violation items in each response type were performed using
paired-sample t-tests. We further compared the rates of “old” responses with violation and no-violation items (where we found a
difference in response rate), when participants remembered versus
forgot the original predictive pairs. These “old” response rates were
examined using a repeated-measures ANOVA with Violation (violation or no-violation) and Memory (remembered or forgotten)
as factors. Planned comparisons between remembered and forgotten predictive pairs, within either violation or no-violation items,
were conducted using paired-sample t-tests.
Finally, associative memory rates for the novel associations
(which included the violation or no-violation items) were compared with chance; associative memory rates were also compared
between violation and no-violation associations, both analyses
used paired-sample t-tests. For these associations as well, we examined pairs for which the original predictive pair was remembered or
forgotten.

Associative memory test
Upon completion of the item memory test, participants were given
a short distraction task in which they solved simple math equations for 3 min to reduce potential interference between the memory tests. After that distractor task, the associative memory test was
administered. The associative memory test was preceded by detailed instructions and a short practice. On each trial, one object
appeared on the top of the screen and three objects appeared in a
row at the bottom of the screen: a target object and two distractors.
Participants had to ﬁrst indicate which of the three bottom objects
followed the top object during the experiment. After they made
their choice, the other two objects disappeared and a scale of 1–6
appeared below the chosen object. Participants then rated their
conﬁdence that the object they had chosen had followed the top
on the 1–6 scale, where one would be guess, and six would be
very sure. The participants were encouraged to use the entire range
of the 1–6 scale. They were told they could take as long as they want
within a 10-sec window for each decision (i.e., choosing the item
and conﬁdence rating). Upon rating conﬁdence (after choosing
the object), all objects were removed from the screen, participants
viewed a ﬁxation cross for 1 sec, and a new trial began. If the participants did not respond within the allocated 10 sec, the objects
were removed from the screen and the ﬁxation cross appeared prior
to a new trial.
We ﬁrst tested all the “novel” associations; namely, the associations that included the novel items. Speciﬁcally, in the violation pairs, we presented the ﬁrst object in the pair at the top of
the screen, as this is the item that preceded the novel violation
item during the violation phase. Since we presented the
no-violation items after intact pairs, we could test associative
memory for these items as well. For these items, we presented
the second object in the pair at the top of the screen, as this
was the item that preceded the novel no-violation item. The distractors were always intralist; namely, violation targets appeared
with other violation items as distractors, and likewise for
no-violation targets. The distractors were also of the same size category (big or small) as the target object. The location of the target
(left/middle/right in the row of three bottom objects) was pseudorandomized such that a third of the targets in each trial type
(violation/no-violation) appeared in each location. The order of
the trials was randomized per participant, maintaining that there
was a gap of at least two trials between the appearance of the same
object (as target/distractor).
After testing for all of the novel associations, we tested memory of the original pairs, namely the pairs that appeared multiple
times during the initial learning and the violation phase and
were then violated or remained intact. This test was identical to
the memory test for the novel association, only that the cue, at
the top of the screen, was the ﬁrst item of the pair, and the target,
at the bottom of the screen with two distractors of the same pairtype (violation or intact) and size category (big or small), was the
second item in the pair. There was no explicit notice to the participants between testing the novel and the original associations,
aside from having a short break in which the gray screen appeared
with a short reminder of the instructions. To our participants, it
was merely as if another block of the associative memory test
had begun. After this memory test, the participants were debriefed
and received compensation.

Experiment 2
Participants
Twenty-eight participants were included in this study (24 females,
aged 18–30 yr, mean age: 22.57). Four additional participants were
excluded due to poor compliance with the task, by the same criterion as experiment 1; namely, <40% memory for both types of old
associations (that were violated or remained intact during the violation phase). Indeed, we alleviated the concern of experiment 1, as
here only four participants were excluded. The participants were
members of the Columbia University community, with normal
or corrected to normal vision. They provided written informed
consent to participate in the study and received a payment at a
rate of $12/h for their participation. The study was approved by
the Columbia University Institutional Review Board. The sample
size was determined based on experiment 1. Since we aimed for exactly 28 participants, here we collected data until we reached this
sample size after exclusion of participants.

Analysis

Procedure

To enable the examination of violation items for which participants remembered the learned prediction, we analyzed associative
memory rates for the predictive pairs. We compared between memory rates for these pairs in the violation and no-violation condition
using a paired-sample t-test (all t-tests reported here are two-tailed).
Analyses were done using custom-made Matlab code.

The procedure was identical to experiment 1, with the only modiﬁcations that the initial learning phase included 12 cycles of repetition of the pairs, and the ISI during the initial learning phase,
the reminder and the violation phase was 0.5 sec. These changes
were made to enhance learning of the pairs prior to the violation
phase.
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.008
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Participants
Twenty-eight participants were included in this study (20 females,
aged 18–34 yr, mean age: 24.64). The sample size was determined
based on experiments 1 and 2. Naturally, because this experiment
aimed to examine item memory for the violation of weakly encoded predictions, we did not exclude participants based on low memory of the original pairs (also note that, on average, memory rates
were ∼0.4, which was our exclusion criterion in the previous experiments) (see above).

Procedure
The procedure was identical to experiment 2, with the only modiﬁcation that during learning, participants were asked to indicate
whether an object was bigger or smaller than a shoe box in real-life
(rather than whether an object is bigger or smaller than the previous object in the sequence in real life).
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Raw data and the stimuli used for this study are available online
(https://osf.io/thzub). All analysis code is available at https
://github.com/odedbein/simPEL_public.
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